
Here is an example to 
walk through the system

• This is a receipt for the class of 2024 
Halloween Party

• It cost $263.11 total and has examples of all 
three natural classes (Alcohol, Food/Non-
alcoholic drinks, supplies) involved in the 
receipt

• The following slides will show screenshots of 
how to fill out the form if you would like to be 
reimbursed for this expenditure

• You do not need to highlight/edit your receipts 
(that’s just me trying to help you visualize how 
to break down receipts), all you need to do is 
accurately calculate the amounts, how to do 
so will be explained more in detail below



Initial Steps

Make sure to click “Geisel 
Finance Center”

Date Not Necessary

Type your LAST NAME into the box to cause the menu of names to pop 
up. Pick the address you want your check to be sent to, I usually default 

local. If you have direct deposit set up that will auto population once 
you select local

Yellow box with a caption indicates areas you need to fill out

Write a quick description of what 
you were spending for

I would write down the Request # 
(1235966 here) for your own records



Next Steps

Total amount on receipt

Click travel/business expense 
and then check “non-travel”

As you can see, putting in local auto populated with “JPM-Digital” 
indicating that my reimbursement will come into direct deposit, if you 
have never gotten a reimbursement before, you will get an email for 

the option to set up direct deposit afterwards

Write a quick description of what 
you were spending for



Natural Classes and How 
to Break it Down

• Natural classes are a way to categorize spending, 
students will be responsible for accurately 
calculating the amounts of their reimbursement in 
each of the following three natural classes: Alcohol 
(8202), Food/Non-alcoholic drinks (8151), Supplies 
(7511)

• Alcohol can only be beer/wine, no liquor/hard 
alcohol can be reimbursed

• Food/Non alcoholic drink will be the majority of 
reimbursements, this includes food from 
restaurants and catering. Please add tax/tip for 
orders under this category as well

• Supplies are EVERYTHING else that doesn’t fit into 
one of the previous two categories

• Please add up the amounts of each line-item on 
the receipt to calculate totals for each of the three 
categories, for example, in this receipt, the Alcohol
category was calculated as 26.99 + 17.49 + 16.99 + 
10.99 + 10.99 = 83.45



Applying Natural Classes to GL Strings

Click GL string and ”add additional string” for each natural class 
being used, I needed three total as I’m using all three natural 

classes
Use the appropriate GL string based on where funding is 

coming from. JOD/FF have different chart strings from the 
general student government chart string. Any discretionary 

funding should use the general SG string

Put in each natural class and the 
amounts for each

This total is auto calculated by the 
amounts you type in, it MUST equal the 

total put above or else your 
reimbursement will not be approved, it 

might still be submittable but it will 
greatly delay your reimbursement

Chart Strings
General SG/discretionary fund - 30.207.283012.740150.0000

Joe O’Donnell Fund - 30.207.768569.740000.0000
Fran Field Fund - 30.207.761563.111550.0000



External funding example with 
multiple different GL strings

The SG GL string should cover $150 of the total spending 
that was not approved for by the JOD fund. Use the GL 
string twice to cover the $100 in alcohol (natural class 

8202) and $50 of the $300 in food (8151)

Let’s say that you had a $400 receipts for an event that was partially 
covered by the Joe O’Donnell fund, you were approved for up to $250 in 
funding from the JOD fund.
 The receipt has $300 worth of food/drink and $100 worth of alcohol for 
the event. This is how you would fill out the GL strings.

JOD GL string should be used for the $250 that you 
were approved for. Use one natural class for this



Attaching your receipt

Clicking this makes this whole screen 
pop up

Select AP – Receipt



Final Steps and Submission

This was where the receipts were 
attached to

Make sure to put ”Casale, Madison” 
as the first approver

Then click “add this approver” and add 
“Hoisington, Tina” as a second approver

THEN SUBMIT BECAUSE YOU’RE 
DONE!!!!


